Generating Easy and Hard Problems using the Proximate Optimality Principle
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1. INTRODUCTION
An important central question in metaheuristics is “Given an algorithm, for which problem classes is it well suited?” This is a current topic of interest in the research community (e.g. [3]). In this extended abstract we explore the Proximate Optimality Principle (POP) and use it to define an approach to generation of easy and hard problems for a given algorithm. Section 2 shows how POP leads naturally to a concept of coherence between metrics in representation and objective spaces. Section 3 describes a method for generating coherent and “anti-coherent” problems on bit string representations. Section 4 describes experiments on these problems using a steepest ascent hill climber. We analyse our results, showing the effect of coherence on algorithm performance. Section 5 contains our conclusions and suggestions for further research.

2. PROXIMATE OPTIMALITY PRINCIPLE
The Proximate Optimality Principle (POP) is often cited as a property relating the representation of a problem with the fitness assigned to each solution in the representation. Examples include [1, 4, 5, 7–11]. POP is often stated in terms like “good solutions possess some similar structure” [5]. Metaheuristics make moves within the solution representation during search, seeking to find better solutions by learning which moves will increase fitness. When a problem has POP, it is believed, the relationship between fitness and solution configuration is sufficiently easy to learn. Here we consider a stronger concept of coherence, where neighbouring solutions in representation space have similar fitness.

Coherence will imply POP, though POP does not necessarily imply coherence. For the rest of this abstract, we will consider a local hillclimber acting on bitstrings, though the approach is applicable to more general algorithms and representations. Similarity of solution representation and similarity of fitness gives rise to two metrics on bitstrings. For bitstrings s and t, we define the representation metric \( D_r(s, t) \) to be the usual Hamming metric, which defines neighbourhoods for a local hillclimber. Similar solutions to s will exist in a ball in representation space of small radius \( B_S(s) = \{ t : D_r(s, t) < \delta \} \). Solutions with similar fitness to s will belong to the pre-image under \( f \) of a ball in objective space of small radius \( B_r(f(s)) = \{ r \in R : |f(s) - r| < \epsilon \} \). Given a fitness function, \( f \), on bitstrings, we define the fitness metric, \( D_f(s, t) \) to be \( |f(s) - f(t)| \). It is the metric induced by \( f \) on the representation space. Coherence can therefore be characterised by the extent to which the solutions in the pre-image of small real intervals cluster in the representation space inside local neighbourhoods of solutions with fitnesses in those intervals. In other words, there is a large intersection between \( f^{-1}(B_r(f(s))) \) and the union of all \( B_S(t) \) where \( f(t) = f(s) \).

3. PROBLEM GENERATION
We now describe a constructive approach for generating coherent bitstring problems for local hillclimbers. We first define fitness for a set \( S \) of seed solutions. These are chosen at random and we construct the complete graph \( G_S \) on these where the edge between solutions \( s \) and \( t \) is given weight \( D_r(s, t) \). We now construct a minimum spanning tree for \( T_S \) of \( G_S \), using Prim’s algorithm [6]. This sorts the seed solutions in such a way as to minimise distance, or maximise similarity, summed over the tree. We now choose a root for \( T_S \) and assign it fitness \( |S| \). Fitness for other solutions in \( S \) is assigned by decrementing \( S \) by tree depth. Thus for the solutions in \( S \), \( D_r \) and \( D_f \) are coherent. We extend coherence across the space by interpolating fitness for any solution \( s \) not in \( S \) as follows. Let \( p \) and \( q \) be the two solutions in \( S \) nearest to \( s \) with respect to \( D_r \). We define \( f(s) \) to be:

\[
f(s) = ((1 - t)f(p) + tf(q))
\]

where: \( t = D_r(s, p)/(D_r(s, p) + D_r(s, q)) \)

That is, the fitness of \( s \) is weighted to lie between that of \( p \) and \( q \) depending on the similarity to each. The resultant function is strongly coherent by construction. Moreover, we can amend the procedure to construct “anti-coherent” functions by selecting \( T_S \) to be a maximum spanning tree of \( G_S \),
again using Prim’s algorithm but with negative costs. Here the fitness gradient on $T_S$ runs between solutions that are maximally dissimilar but for other solutions it is the opposite meaning that fitness and representation are highly incoherent. We call functions generated in this way “anti-coherent”.

Figures 1a and b illustrate this in a simple 2 dimensional space. Each figure uses the same seed set $S$ and tray level indicates level of fitness (white is low). In Figure 1a, $T_S$ is a minimum spanning tree and a clear gradient (with a few small plateaux) can be seen running from low to high along the edges of the tree. In Figure 1b, $T_S$ is a maximum spanning tree and, as a result, $f$ is a much more complex function with many local optima.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We hypothesise that, for a hillclimber, coherent functions will be easy and anti-coherent functions will be hard.

We generated 10 coherent functions for each length on bitstrings of length 6-100 and the same number of anti-coherent functions using the same seed sets. Seed sets were generated by uniformly at random sampling 50 distinct points from the search space. For each function we ran a multi-restart steepest ascent hillclimber 100 times and recorded the time taken to solve the problem as a function of problem size.

Figure 2 plots, for each function, the average number of evaluations required by the hillclimber to solve it against bitstring length. Coherent functions are plotted as ‘+’ (blue) and anti-coherent functions as ‘×’ (orange). Curves fitted to the data show that coherent functions are solved in polynomial time whereas anti-coherent functions require exponential time to solve. This confirms our hypothesis.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this short paper we have defined a concept of coherence based on POP. Coherence relates similarity in representation space with similar fitness in objective space using neighbourhoods defined by metrics. Our experiments show that coherent functions are easy and “anti-coherent” functions are hard for a steepest ascent hillclimber. This is consistent with the widely-held that problems that satisfy POP are amenable to solution. Our approach has focussed solely on a hillclimber and works precisely because the representation space metric coincides with local neighbourhoods on which the hillclimber operates. More complex algorithms will operate on the representation in more complex ways and the concept of coherence will need to be generalised. One current line of active research [1,2] is to use probabilistic graphical models on representation space to structure fitness in ways coherent with the action of algorithm operators.
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